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Descriptive Transcript for Finding and Hiring Problem-Solvers Video 
 

TITLE SCENE: Keyboard music plays as the Vocational Rehabilitation Youth Technical 

Assistance Center logo appears, followed by the sentence, “The Vocational 

Rehabilitation Youth Technical Assistance Center presents, Finding and Hiring 

Problem-Solvers.” The title transitions to a red warning light. 

NARRATOR: “The Vocational Rehabilitation Youth Technical Assistance Center 

presents, Finding and Hiring Problem-Solvers.” 

SCENE ONE: The keyboard music continues while the warning light transitions to 

archival NASA footage of astronauts in a 1960s space capsule, with talking heard over 

the communications loop. 

NARRATOR: “At NASA we are problem-solvers.” 

SCENE TWO: Footage of the International Space Station (ISS) orbiting the earth 

transitions to a middle-aged man in business casual attire and a bluetooth earphone 

neckband, addressing the camera from in front of two bookcases containing books, 

NASA decorations, and a plastic cup. There are three photographs on the wall above 

the bookcases. An old photograph of the speaker shaking hands with Gene Kranz, 

former Johnson Space Center flight director, sits to the speaker’s left. 

SPEAKER: “I always feel when you have a disability that you're a better problem-solver 

in some ways because you have to solve problems all the time. You're thinking outside 

the box. You're bringing in different ideas.” 

SCENE THREE: Speaker walking into the Johnson Space Center’s Mission Control 

Center (MCC) transitions to the speaker inside the MCC at a wall of large windows 

overlooking six rows of high-tech workstations. Each workstation contains six computer 

monitors, telephones, a bluelight placard, and papers. Some stations are occupied, and 

some are empty. One contains a stuffed animal duck next to the placard. Various 

images fill the screens of the occupied workstations. At the front of the room, there are 

three large screens that can be seen from anywhere in the room. The left screen 

contains a feed of the ISS in orbit. The center screen is split into three images, a map of 

the earth with multi-colored pathways on it, the ISS, and another space image. The right 

screen contains text. Smaller screens with images, emblems, and yellow text line the 

wall above the large screens just below the ceiling. Small electronic equipment hangs 

from two places in the ceiling. NASA artwork and emblems cover the wall to the 

speaker’s left. 

SPEAKER: “You are now in the MCC or Mission Control Center.” 

NARRATOR: “Tracy Minish is a manager at the Mission Control Center in Houston, 

which handles the daily operations of the International Space Station.” 
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SCENE FOUR: Two shirtless male astronauts shaving inside a hallway-sized area 

within a spacecraft in space. The walls contain several grips and tethers for navigating 

the weightless environment. In the foreground, the astronaut is in front of a small square 

mirror with shaving cream on his face reaching out to grab his razor, which is floating 

next to him. His toothpaste floats in front of him next to the mirror. A small kitten-like 

stuffed animal that is tethered to the wall floats away from the wall. In the background, 

the astronaut wipes his chest with paper towels. 

SCENE FIVE: Two astronauts floating in space outside the ISS. They wear spacesuits 

and are tethered to the space station. 

SCENE SIX: The speaker, Tracy Minish, talking to the camera from a hallway at NASA. 

The background contains large industrial-style doors and storage cabinets. A 

presentation board behind Tracy contains multiple pin-ups with text, images, and the 

word, “RESEARCH.” As he addresses the camera, Tracy gestures a lift-off with his 

hand and the scene changes to a close-up of rockets dramatically blasting off from a 

launch tower while the rockets roar. Bright lights from the blast fill the screen.  

TRACY: “Once a vehicle leaves the launch tower it becomes ours.” 

SCENE SEVEN: Soft ambient music pairs with a still frame of a cupola window inside 

the ISS overlooking the earth from space, followed by a still of astronaut, Tracy Caldwell 

Dyson looking out of the same window as her hair floats in the weightless environment. 

NARRATOR: “I’m Dr. Tracy Caldwell Dyson.” 

SCENE EIGHT: Video of Earth seen from the orbiting ISS. 

NARRATOR: “I’m an astronaut.” 

SCENE NINE: Astronaut driving the lunar roving vehicle on the surface of the moon. 

The rover has four wheels with copper-colored dust covers, a platform with a seat, and 

varied white and copper-colored hardware and tethers. Above the astronaut’s head, a 

piece of hardware looks like an upside-down umbrella. The moon looks like dusty ash 

with some small rocks, and one large rock. The grey color of the moon contrasts with 

the pitch black background of space 

NARRATOR: “Many of the things we do at NASA have never been done before.” 

SCENE TEN: Tracy Minish sitting in an office talking to the camera. Behind him, a large 

computer screen mounted to the wall says “TracyMinishOffice” and contains images of 

computer hardware.  

TRACY: “At NASA, I like to say, we don't even think outside the box. We stomp on the 

box and we think out there.” 

SCENE ELEVEN: Astronauts jumping on the moon. A stomping sound effect coincides 

with the jumping. 
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TRACY: “I think that people are, with disabilities are great problem-solvers.” 

SCENE TWELVE: Astronaut on a spacewalk outside the ISS. 

NARRATOR: “You don’t know where the next problem-solvers will come from.” 

SCENE THIRTEEN: Two youth shaking hands with a NASA employee at a table at 

NASA. The NASA employee says, “Hello. Where’re you guys from?” An upright 

spacesuit stands to the left of the table. NASA images, emblems, and photos of 

astronauts line the wall in the background. The youth wear casual clothes and pink 

badges. Three more youth join the table while the employee is talking. 

NARRATOR: “These high school students are learning about space technology through 

NASA's partnership with Texas Workforce Vocational Rehabilitation.” 

SCENE FOURTEEN: A group of students gathered around the NASA employee as he 

shows them the spacesuit’s helmet. He says, “…inside their helmet so you don’t get 

CO2 buildup inside the helmet --,” then continues talking as he attaches the helmet to 

the spacesuit. 

NARRATOR: “The more experiences that students with disabilities have at NASA, the 

more curious they become. And, it's more likely that NASA will find its future problem-

solvers among them.” 

SCENE FIFTEEN: While the NASA employee continues to speak, a student in business 

casual attire tries on one of the spacesuit’s gloves. 

SCENE SIXTEEN: Close-up of a woman in business attire smiling at the camera in front 

of the NASA logo. 

NARRATOR: “Trinesha Dixon is the activities lead in NASA's office of STEM 

Engagement.” 

SCENE SEVENTEEN: The same woman, Trinesha Dixon, sitting next to a young 

woman in a blue button-up shirt with the NASA logo on it. The young woman smiles and 

looks at Trinesha as she talks. While she talks, the scene changes to an astronaut 

clipping to the exterior of the ISS while in orbit around the earth, then back to the 

students trying on the spacesuit’s glove. While a female student wears the glove, a 

male student looks makes eye contact and gives her gloved hand a high-five. They both 

laugh. 

TRINESHA: “When the students get that real authentic experience while they're still in 

their academic careers, that motivates them to continue.” 

SCENE EIGHTEEN: The young woman who was sitting next to Trinesha Dixon, 

addressing the camera as she walks outside on a sunny day. She wears a backpack 

and a sweater and passes several trees. As she speaks, she points to a two-story 

building lined with windows and marked “16E” above the door. There is a bicycle rack in 
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front of the building. A person walking passes a person riding a bicycle in front of the 

building. 

YOUNG WOMAN: “So the division I am in is the Robotics Division. I'm in this building 

over here.” 

NARRATOR: “Amy Quartaro was hired as a paid Pathways intern. She began at NASA 

as a high-school student.” 

SCENE NINETEEN: The young woman, Amy Quartaro, using a laptop computer while 

standing at a large table in a lab. She wears casual attire and a smart watch. A cochlear 

implant is visible above her left ear. On the table, another laptop sits to her left, a black 

and white chart sits in front of her, and a spiral-bound notebook, pen, and lanyard sit 

next to her. At the far end of the table on her right, a stack of books, a Starbucks cup, 

and two spray bottles sit next to a woman in business attire and a red lanyard who is 

leaning on the table and looking to her right. Wood paneling covers part of the wall 

above a large industrial-style door behind the woman. Behind Amy, there is a rolling 

whiteboard covered with multicolored writing, drawings, and equations. A cubicle with a 

light board, and NASA decorations are on the wall to Amy’s right.  

SCENE TWENTY: Amy talking to the camera in front of the NASA logo. The camera 

pans out to include Trinesha Dixon, who is sitting on Amy’s right. Trinesha looks on as 

Amy speaks and gestures with her hands. 

AMY: “When I was in high school I was in the STEM Engagement Program to come on 

site and explore and you know, make connections and you know, learn about 

opportunities at NASA.” 

SCENE TWENTY-ONE: Amy talking to a man in business casual attire in front of a wall 

of windows overlooking sunshine and trees. She is wearing a backpack and holding a 

sweater while the man leans on one of two modern cushioned office chairs that sit 

between them. An ergonomic rolling chair sits to the man’s left. A round wood-look desk 

with two ergonomic rolling chairs sits behind Amy along the wall. On the window ledge 

sit four small astronaut dolls posing with serious expressions on their faces, but wearing 

Christmas hats. Three of the dolls wear blue jumpsuits, and one wears a spacesuit. A 

life-sized spacesuit stands in front of them. A certificate or diploma hangs in a frame on 

a pillar next to the windows behind the man.  

SCENE TWENTY-TWO: Close-up of the man with the spacesuit and dolls behind him. 

A placard on the pillar says, “202 NORTH OPEN OFFICE” in words and braille. 

NARRATOR: “Jonathan Abary is the Pathways program manager at Johnson Space 

Center.” 

SCENE TWENTY-THREE: The man, Jonathan Abary, looks at the camera and nods 

affirmatively, then addresses the camera. 
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JONATHAN: “The Pathways Intern Program is our primary mechanism for full-time, 

entry-level hiring.”  

SCENE TWENTY-FOUR: Arial view of eight people, both staff, and interns, meeting at 

a large butcher-block-style table with laptops, phones, a remote control, and snacks in 

front of them. A large black screen is on the wall behind the table, and a large computer 

screen is on the wall to the right of the table.  

SCENE TWENTY-FIVE: Amy Quartaro talking to three NASA employees outside the 

MCC. She holds a coffee cup in her hand. Behind them, the NASA logo and the words, 

“Mission Control Center” mark the wall above three metal doors. The doors have signs 

on them and keypads next to them. 

JONATHAN: “So about 50% of our entire hiring at Johnson Space Center every single 

year comes from the Pathways Intern Program.” 

SCENE TWENTY-SIX: Amy sitting next to a middle-aged man at a computer. They both 

point to the screen and smile as they converse. The man wears business casual attire 

and a red lanyard. Amy wears a blue NASA button-up shirt and a blue NASA lanyard. A 

wall of glass behind them reflects several computer images. A row of wooden storage 

lockers and an office sit on the other side of the glass wall. 

NARRATOR: “Amy is with Mike Boggs. He was her mentor while she was a Pathways 

intern at Mission Control.”  

SCENE TWENTY-SEVEN: MCC logo and the words, “Mission Control Center” above a 

large image of the earth with multicolored flight paths transitions back to the man, Mike 

Boggs, and Amy sitting at the computer. The camera goes back-and-forth between Mike 

speaking to the camera, and Mike and Amy working together. Faintly in the background, 

other employees and office sounds are heard. 

MIKE: “And the Intern Program is one of the ways that NASA is able to hire that next 

generation of scientists and engineers. So if I want to make my organization viable, I am 

going to have interns as a pipeline to be able to bring the fresh views into our program.” 

AMY: “So I have the cochlear implant but I got that after I worked here.” (laughs) “So it's 

a lot better now than it was a year ago.” 

MIKE: (nods in agreement) “And it was important for her to communicate to me that she 

reads my lips and so if I'm communicating with her I needed to be head-on and have, be 

able to have my lips visible.” (gestures to his mouth and demonstrates how he makes 

sure he and Amy are facing each other while he speaks) 

SCENE TWENTY-EIGHT: Contemporary music transitions to a woman in business 

casual attire wearing a purse and holding a travel mug. She speaks and smiles at the 

camera as she stands in front of a NASA decoration in what looks like an office space. 
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NARRATOR: “TQ Bui, disability program manager at The Johnson Space Center, 

explains that NASA pays the interns as they move through the pipeline to employment.” 

SCENE TWENTY-NINE: Video of the “Johnson Space Center” sign above the doorway 

on the exterior of a building. Green garland with red ribbon and green, gold, and red 

ornaments lines the top of the sign. The glass below the sign reflects a blue sky, bright 

green trees, and sunshine. 

SCENE THIRTY: Return to Amy at the table in the lab. From this angle, another intern 

is seen at the computer to her left. They lean on the table and look on as the woman at 

the end of the table points to something near the ceiling in front of them. While they talk, 

Amy smiles, looks at the woman, looks back at the object, and points. 

SCENE THIRTY-ONE: Return to Tracy Minish’s office, where he and TQ Bui are sitting 

next to each other at a table. Two framed images of the ISS are behind them on the 

wall. A desk abuts the table on Tracy’s left beneath the screen that says 

“TracyMinishOffice.” Tracy looks at TQ as she addresses the camera. 

TQ: “I think money is an incentive. So that's why we pay these interns. An internship is 

seen as our pipeline into the federal workforce.” (Tracy says, “yeah.”) 

SCENE THIRTY-TWO: Tracy Minish transferring a clipboard box file from his right hand 

to his left as he holds out his arm in front of him while passing through a doorway with 

the door opened toward him on his right. A woman wearing business casual attire and a 

purse follows behind him. 

TRACY: “And it took me a while. I had to go through this thought process when my 

eyesight was slowly deteriorating, I didn't want to ask for help because I thought I could 

do it myself.” 

SCENE THIRTY-THREE: Tracy and the woman at the glass window in the room 

overlooking the MCC. When Tracy gets to the window, the woman walks away and 

Tracy addresses the camera. 

SCENE THIRTY-FOUR: Return to Tracy Minish in front of the bookcases, this time, with 

Amy Quartaro sitting next to him at the table. Amy watches as Tracy talks to the 

camera. 

TRACY: “It’s called retinitis pigmentosa. And it can go very fast or very slow.” (closes 

his left eye and looks with his right eye at Amy, the camera, and back to Amy) “So with 

this eye, I can't see you at all. I can't see y'all in the room.” (looks around the room with 

his left eye still closed) “But I see like some light over there.” (points up and left) 

SCENE THIRTY-FIVE: Tracy Minish walking with a group down a hallway. One side of 

the hallway contains framed photos and documents of NASA memorabilia. The other 

contains a display case with a model of the ISS inside. Tracy and two women are 

talking and smiling. One wears a pink badge, and the other wears an Neutral Buoyancy 
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Lab (NBL) shirt and white lanyard. As they pass the camera, it shows that Tracy is 

holding onto the arm of the latter. 

TRACY: “And so some people look at people with disabilities as a weakness, but really 

I think it's made me a stronger person.” 

SCENE THIRTY-SIX: Lighted signs around the MCC of the words “GUIDANCE,” 

“GROUND CONTROL,” “GNC,” and “FLIGHT.” 

TRACY: “I'm more organized because I have everything done.” 

SCENE THIRTY-SEVEN: As the camera pans around the MCC, it shows that the 

employes who are working together have diverse ethnicities. 

TRACY: “I'm more passionate about people with disabilities, so I'm more open to 

people of different ethnic backgrounds, for people that aren't like me.” 

SCENE THIRTY-EIGHT: Return to Tracy at the table in front of the bookcases. He 

answers his phone when the song, “My Girl,” starts to play. 

TRACY: “My Girl. That’s my wife’s ringtone.” 

SCENE THIRTY-NINE: Photograph of Tracy’s wife adjusting his tie and smiling at the 

camera in front of an astronaut in a blue jumpsuit. They both look like young 

professionals in the photograph.  

SCENE FOURTY: Photograph of a young Tracy looking back at the camera from the 

helm of a space shuttle. He holds a joystick in his right hand and a paper label in his 

left. The cockpit console in front of and around him is filled with monitors, swiches, and 

controls. Several papers with text are taped to the console and seat. (music fades) 

SCENE FOURTY-ONE: Return to Trinesha Dixon and Amy Quartaro in front of the 

NASA logo. Amy watches while Trinesha addresses the camera. 

TRINESHA: “You don't know where the great ideas are going to come from.” 

SCENE FORTY-TWO: Return to Amy Quartaro and the other intern at the table in the 

lab. From this angle, three others are seen behind them. The group’s demographics 

include different ethnicities, genders, abilities, and ages. A large American flag hangs 

on the back wall behind the whiteboard. 

TRINESHA: “And so it's really best to be inclusive and we try to do that here.” 

SCENE FOURTY-THREE: Computer-generated video of a spacecraft flying over Mars 

transitions to Jonathan Abary talking to the camera from Room 202. 

JONATHAN: “In order for us to go to Mars, in order for us to go beyond low Earth orbit, 

we have to be innovative. The only way that we can be innovative is if we're inclusive. 

And that means including all different perspectives such that we get the right answer 
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that you know, we might not have had had we had people who all thought the same 

way.” 

 

SCENE FOURTY-FOUR: Examples of high-tech NASA innovations: the exterior of a 

space capsule, the interior of the space capsule, computer-generated image of 

astronauts operating at the helm of a space capsule, computer-generated image of a 

capsule separation in space above the earth.  

TRINESHA: “The more people you have involved in your mission, the more ideas come 

about, the more you can be successful.” 

SCENE FOURTY-FIVE: Return to Mike Boggs and Amy Quartaro at the computer in 

the MCC. Amy watches as Mike addresses the camera. He gestures with his hands as 

he speaks. 

MIKE: “I'm looking at it as an investment and so if I'm able to give Amy a good 

experience, she may want to come back to our organization when she decides full-time. 

And so if I'm making positive impacts on the interns and they're talking about it amongst 

themselves, I'm going to get more interns.” 

SCENE FOURTY-SIX: Return to TQ Bui and Tracy Minish at the table in Tracy’s office.  

TQ nods in agreement as Tracy talks to the camera. 

TRACY: “And it's like a trial run with us, but it's also they're actually judging us saying, 

‘Do I want to work with these people?’” 

SCENE FOURTY-SEVEN: Amy Quartaro working with a NASA employee in a work 

area filled with tables, storage cabinets, and hardware. The employee talks to her while 

arranging circuits on a circuitboard. They both smile as they converse. 

SCENE FOURTY-EIGHT: Return to Jonathan Abary and Amy in Room 202. Amy 

watches as Jonathan talks to the camera. 

JONATHAN: “Our offer rates, at the end of the day after the students have gone 

through this experience is upwards of 95% a year. And 95% of those folks accept. So it 

really has proven to be a valuable design in the way that we've structured our hiring 

strategy for the entry level that is providing us access to the next generation of talent.” 

SCENE FOURTY-NINE: Return to the group meeting, where the meeting participants 

are enthusiastically talking and laughing. As the camera moves around the table, a 

whiteboard covered with writing is seen at the far end of the table. 

SCENE FIFTY: NASA interns and staff in a lab filled with technology, working with 

virtual reality headgear in front of a large screen. Amy Quartaro hands the headgear to 

the NASA employee, who places it on her head. In the background, another intern 

watches. 
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SCENE FIFTY-ONE: Return to the diverse group of interns and staff in front of the 

American flag. From this angle, more workstations and storage cabinets are seen with 

computer hardware, books, and clipboards on the other half of the room to the left of the 

table where Amy is standing. Some of the interns smile and nod affirmatively as Amy 

speaks. 

SCENE FIFTY-TWO: Upbeat electronic music transitions back to Mike Boggs and Amy 

in the MCC. Amy watches while Mike addresses the camera. 

MIKE: “I don't think I'm a good leader unless I'm training the next generation to take my 

job. And so, I do wholeheartedly believe that Amy will have my job one day and I'll be 

doing something else.” 

AMY: (laughs) “Thank you.” 

MIKE: “Yes.” 

CREDITS: Upbeat electronic music continues as the camera pans across the MCC, 

then transitions to two astronauts in orange spacesuits operating a control panel in a 

spacecraft while a NASA employee watches from a window. Credits roll on top of the 

images. The credits read:  

narrated by: Dr. Tracy Caldwell Dyson astronaut; executive producer: David 

Brewer; with: (in order of appearance:) Tracy Minish, Trinesha Dixon, Amy 

Quartaro, Jonathan Abary, Mike Boggs, Tu-Quynh (TQ) Bui; special thanks to: 

Tu-Quynh (TQ) Bui, Carla Santiago, NASA STEM Engagement, The Johnson 

Space Center, The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA); for 

the Y-TAC: Dr. Jessica Queener, Wendy Quarles, Dr. Johan Uvin; written and 

directed by Insights International Inc., www.electronranch.com; additional 

cameral: David Leitner. 

 

 


